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ABSTRACT: A In spite of wide usage of controller area network (CAN) in the embedded networked control system, 
nondeterministic response time have restricted the wider use of CAN in safety-critical real time systems, since the CAN 
uses Non Return to Zero (NRZ) coding and includes a bit-stuffing mechanism, which causes the CAN frame length to 
become a complex function of the data contents. To minimize CAN response-time jitter and make the transmission 
time fixed value according to the number of bytes in the data field, many techniques have been suggested as XOR 
masking , Software Bit Stuffing (SBS), inversion bit stuffing mechanism (IBSM) and Eight-to-Eleven Modulation 
(EEM), in this paper a novel alternative method known as Third Bit Complement (TCB) is used for “bit stuffing” to 
prevent hard-ware bit stuffing in the data field part completely, the new technique was compared with previous 
available techniques showing that six data bytes can be inserted in the data part compared with five bytes in SBS and 
EEM techniques. 
  
KEYWORDS: Controller area network, bit stuffing, third bit complement, Non Return to Zero, CAN response-time 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Controller area networks (CANs) [1] have steadily gained popularity and are nowadays adopted in a variety of 
embedded networked control systems; it is also a popular solution to support real-time communication in a number of 
different contexts, which range from the automotive scenario to factory automation environments. Due to the low cost 
and interesting performance, it is used in many (networked) embedded control systems as well. 
While there is no doubt that CAN will be the solution of choice for many years to come in all those cases where 
inexpensive implementation is a key requirement, many research activities have been carried out recently to 
demonstrate its suitability for special-purpose applications with tight timing requirements too.  As CAN uses Non 
Return to Zero (NRZ) bit encoding [2], long sequence of same polarity bit will cause the losses of synchronization 
among the CAN controller. CAN provide an effective mechanism for clock synchronization known as “bit-stuffing”, in 
which no more than five consecutive bits (with the same polarity) are transmitted on the bus .Transmitted bits are 
checked before transmission; if a long sequence of same polarity bit comes, it add an opposite polarity bit with a 
regular interval. The added bit will give an extra transition for the synchronization of receiver and transmitter. Fig.1 
shows the basic operation of the bit-stuffing mechanism carried out in the sending end of CAN controller [3]. 
 
 

 
Fig 1 the basic bit stuffing operation  

 
Fig. 1 shows the basic operation of  bit-stuffing in the sending CAN controller, where any five consecutive identical 
bits(11111 or 00000) are considered for transition, then  an additional bit of the opposite polarity should be added 
before transmission to keep synchronization. 
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The bit stuffing (BS) mechanism of CAN causes the message transmission time to become (in part) a complex function 
of the contents of the data fields. This variation in transmission times makes it difficult to predict the precise behaviour 
of real-time systems, the variation in message response time is referred to as “Jitter”, which may worsen the overall 
accuracy of the control system [4]. 
Impacts of jitter on various applications are given in [5, 6]. Further possible sources of jitter and proposed solutions to 
limit this jitter in CAN networks are presented in [7] – [8]. The proposed contribution on this paper only deals with 
jitter caused by bit stuffing. 
 
In order to overcome this particular issue, a number of solutions have appeared in the past few years that rely on 
specific encoding schemes. The first proposed approach was XOR masking [9, 10], which was subsequently extended 
with selective XOR approaches [11]. Higher performance was achieved by means of software bit stuffing [12] and 
eight-to-eleven modulation [4], and recently Inversion Bit Stuffing Mechanism (IBSM) [14] has been introduced to 
reduce the frequently stuffed bits, where  the data bytes (2-5) have only one stuffing bit (in average). 
The goal of this paper is to reduce the timing variation due to variable message length causes by bit-stuffing in CAN 
protocol. 
The rest of this paper comprises the following. A brief background discussion of the previous different “bit-stuffing” 
techniques are discussed in section II, the new "third bit complement (TCB)  technique" is proposed and the 
implementation algorithm is presented in the section III, different techniques comparison is illustrated in section IV, 
Finally a conclusion is drawn in section V. 
 

II. PREVIOUS WORKS 

A. Selective XOR masking 

XOR masking was first proposed by Nolte et al. [9, 10], by analysing 25,000 CAN frames from an automotive system, 
Nolte found that the probability of having bit value of ‘‘1” (or ‘‘0”) in the data segment is not 50%. To remove these 
sequences of ones and zeros that can be highly found in a real CAN traffic, Nolte presented a simple coding scheme 
based on XOR-bit-operation, in this technique transmitted bytes are XOR-ed with the masking bit “101010…” Fig. 2, 
the receiver must apply the same bit operation to extract the original data. 

 
Fig. 2 XOR encoding process for Nolte method 

 
In fig. 2, the original data frame is xor_ed with the bit mask (10101010.....) and the result is final frame to be 
transmitted on the CAN bus. 
This technique reduces CAN message length variations (i.e. jitter) to low levels and also reduces large computational or 
memory overheads [9] and [10]. 
In a more general case, the data transmitted may not have the same characteristics as those observed by Nolte. For 
example, if a general CAN message is modelled using random data, then use of the Nolte (XOR) transform would not 
be expected to produce a significant reduction in the level of bit-stuffing [11], In this case the data bytes are tested and 
the Nolte XOR masking is applied to the selected data byte.  
 

B. Inversion Bit Stuffing Mechanism (IBSM) 

Inversion Bit Stuffing Mechanism (IBSM) [14] is introduced to reduce the number of stuffed bits in the data field. In 
this technique the data field of the CAN frame was checked byte by byte, if five consecutive identical bits have been 
found in any byte (11111 or 00000), the fifth identical bit is inverted (11110 or 00001), at the receiving node this bit is 
inverted again to avoid changing of the data, so a flag bit is required to indicate the inversion process. one byte is 
reserved for flags, and seven bytes are used to data in the CAN frame instead of eight, The Inversion Bit Stuffing 
Mechanism (IBSM) has a good effect on the reduction of  the number of frequently stuffed bits, where the data bytes 
(2-5) have only one stuffing bit (in average). 
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C. Software Bit Stuffing (SBS) 

In selective XOR masking [11] and Inversion Bit Stuffing Mechanism (IBSM) [14] the levels of message length 
variation was reduces significantly, but few conditions remain unsolved like the boundaries of the adjacent bytes are 
still processed individually, So the continuous 0 or 1 at the end of one frame and the same continuous 0 or 1 at the start 
of the next frame give a long sequence of 0 or 1. To completely eliminate the need for hardware bit stuffing in the CAN 
data segment, an alternative technique which is referred to ‘software bit stuffing’ has been proposed [12]. 
In this technique a given frame is checked before transmitting, if a sequence of four consecutive identical bits is 
detected, the algorithm adds an additional bit, of opposite polarity after-wards.  
 

D. Eight-TO-Eleven modulation (EEM) 

In SBS data encoding / decoding are performing at run-time (while the system is operating) using a function call 
approach [12]. Due to run time processing the CPU overheads of the processor increased. 
To achieve high processor utilization as well as to reduce the effect of bit stuffing EEM was proposed. 
EEM is a fixed-length 8-to-11 modulation scheme [4], which encodes every byte in the original payload as an 11-bit 
pattern, as shown in fig. 3 
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Fig 3: Encoding data byte in EEM method (SB stands for “Stuffed Bit”) 

 
In Fig. 3 SB are the stuff bit, bit 1 to 8 are the original 8 bit input data. Stuff bits values are the negation of the previous 
bit. 
In this encoding format the worst case data frame will not exceed (4) consecutive same polarities. For example let the 
input sequence will be “11110001”. After encoding the result will be “10111000011” that satisfies the “bit-stuffing” 
condition and al-so solve the boundary condition problem. 
 

III. THIRD BIT COMPLEMENT TECHNIQUE (TBC) 

The data field in CAN frames—and, typically, the message payload as well—are encoded on an integral number of 
bytes. The encoding efficiency  is defined as the ratio between the size of the original payload and the DLC value in the 
encoded frame [13]. 

Only XOR does not cause any overhead. On the contrary, part of the data field is unavoidably wasted in all of the 
other approaches selective (XOR, SBS, EEM and IBSM). 
In this paper a new techniques that prevent hard- ware bit stuffing completely is proposed. 
In SBS[12] and EEM[4] techniques a part of the data field is unavoidably wasted, and 5 byte at maximum can be 
encoded at the payload, because of encoding process in EEM[4] every 8 bit is encoded to 11 bit, while the SBS[12] a 
padding is required at the end of the encoded bit sequence to make its length fixed [13]. 
 
 
To achieve high processor utilization as well as to prevent hard-ware bit stuffing completely (prevent the bit stream 
11111 or 00000), and to allow 6 byte payload to be encoded as maximum, the proposed new technique (TBC)is 
achieved by the follows steps: 

-The complement of the fourth bit (B4) is initially inserted after the fourth bit. 
-Then after every three bits, the complement of the third bits is then inserted. 
- In this mechanism data of six bytes require 48 bit and 15 inserted bits (total of 63 bits) which can be fit in 8 bytes. 
-Since six byte is the maximum payload size, the bit stream from (B1) to (B48) is encoded as in fig.4 
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B1 B2 B3 B4 ~B4 B5 B6 B7 ~B7 B8 
B9 B10 ~B10 B11 B12 B13 ~B13 B14 B15 B16 
~B16 B17 B18 B19 ~B19 B20 B21 B22 ~B22 B23 
B24 B25 ~B25 B26 B27 B28 ~B28 B29 B30 B31 
~B31 B32 B33 B34 ~B34 B35 B36 B37 ~B37 B38 
B39 B40 ~B40 B41 B42 B43 ~B43 B44 B45 B46 
~B46 B47 B48  

  
Fig 4: Data field encoding according to third bit complement (TBC) technique, the inverted shadowed bits are the 

inserted bits 
 

As shown in fig. 4, the bit pattern of (11111 or 00000) can never be found because of the inverted inserted bits, but 
additional bits have been added. The required DLC bytes in the CAN frame are shown in table 1. 

 
Table 1 the required bytes for data bytes (0-6) after insertion of inverted bits. 

Payload 
size 

Sizes 
(bytes) 

NO. of 
bits 

NO. of 
inserted 
bits 
(TBC) 

Total 
number 
of bits 

DLC 
(bytes) 

0 0 0 0 0 
1 8 2 10 2 
2 16 4 20 3 
3 24 7 31 4 
4 32 10 42 6 
5 40 12 52 7 
6 48 15 63 8 

 

Table 1 shows the required DLC bytes after the insertion of the complemented bits for the data bytes (1-6) bytes. 
(Example: two additional bits ~B4 & ~B7 have been added to the first byte (B1-B8)). 

 

IV. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF BIT STUFFING TECHNIQUES 
 

In third bit complement (TBC) technique the hardware bit stuffing can be completely avoided, and more data bytes can 
be inserted in the data field payload compared with EEM and SBS techniques [13], the comparison is shown in table 2. 

Since in XOR[9] and selective XOR[11] techniques bit stuffing can be reduced but not prevented, only SBS[12] and 
EEM[4] are compared. 
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Table 2 The ratio between the size of the original payload and the DLC value in the encoded frame for SBS, EEM and TBC 
techniques 

Payload size 
Size s (bytes) 

Data field size DLC (bytes) 

EEM[4] SBS[12] TBC(proposed) 

0 0 0 0 
1 2 2 2 
2 3 3 3 
3 5 5 4 
4 6 6 6 
5 7 7 7 
6 - - 8 
7 - - - 
8 - - - 

As shown in table 2, six bytes can be inserted in the CAN data frame if the TBC technique is applied to prevent bit stuffing, 
compared with five bytes in both SBS[12] and EEM[4]. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

In order to reduce the impact of variation in transmission times due to Bit stuffing technique in controller area 
network (CAN) which is referred as “Jitter”, a new technique "third bit complement (TCB)" has been proposed to 
prevent the bit stuffing at all and make the transmission time fixed value according to the number of bytes in the data 
field. 

"EEM"[4] and "SBS"[12] techniques have been proposed before to overcome the "jitter'' problem, but the encoding 
scheme in this two techniques allows only five byte data as a maximum to be inserted in the data field, "third bit 
complement (TCB)" allows six byte to be inserted with very simple encoding process to avoid the bit pattern (11111 or 
00000) which need bit stuffing. 
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